DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. 664, s. 2018

Aug. 3, 2018

RE-ORIENTATION ON THE AUTHORIZED SPECIMEN COLLECTORS FOR RANDOM DRUG TESTING

To: DATU ROGER B. MANAPOL, EdD
Digos City National High School Principal
DIVISION HEALTH AND NUTRITION PERSONNEL
OTHER CONCERNED PERSONNEL

In pursuance to DepEd Order No. 40 s. 2017, re: Guidelines in the Conduct of Random Drug Testing in Public and Private Schools, the Department of Education will conduct the mandatory drug testing among Regional and Schools Division Office and Employees and random drug testing among public secondary students and public elementary and secondary school teachers nationwide on July 13-14, 2018.

The following identified Authorized Specimen Collectors are requested to attend the re-orientation on the process of the actual conduct of Random Drug Testing in the above-mentioned dates on August 9, 2018, 1-5 PM at Division Office Conference Room, to wit:

a. Division Office Personnel:
   1. Jasmine A. Asarak, DMD
   2. Myracel J. Dalope, DMD
   3. Daissy Jane P. Sanoy, R.N.
   4. Hazel Marie L. Escabillas, R.N.
   5. Frances Millicent R. Durano, R.N.
   6. Kristin Marie Y. Bejarin, R.N.
   7. Irene P. Dandoy, R.N.
   8. Dhelmie Christine S. Peñas, R.N.
   9. Joel B. Gomito, R.N.
  10. Reyzen O. Monserate, R.N., MAN – DRRM Coordinator
  11. Maria Leonora P. Salazar, R.N. – Accounting Office

b. Digos City National High School Teachers/ Nurses:
   1. Radee King Corpus, R.N.- Secondary School Nurse
   2. Catherine Ann M. Mayor, R.N.
   3. Shealeene Ann M. Mayor, R.N.
   4. Noviritz Bonilla, R.N.
   5. Ranjech Cadungog, R.N.
   6. Maricris Tamboboy, R.N.
   7. Phyllisaiide A. Biongan, R.N.

3. Traveling expenses shall be chargeable against local funds subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

4. For information and strict compliance.

WINNIE E. BATOOON, EdD
Officer-in-Charge
Office of the Schools Division Superintendent

Encls:
References: DO No. 40, s. 2017
To be indicated in the Perpetual Index under the following subjects:
- Health and Nutrition

Hazel Marie: RDT – ASC re-orientation